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ABSTRACT: The book presents on a larger context, the landscape architecture in Saudi Arabia. It was the
culmination of a four-year design process for Saudi Arabia’s Ministry of Interior Housing Project, whose
premise was a total landscape architectural design concept that considers the desert climate of the region as
well as exemplifies the spirit of Islam in present-day Saudi Arabia. The book contains among others, ideas
about landscape architecture that links past and the present, fosters continuity and change and preserve
traditional values. It covers chapters
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ABSTRACT: The book presents methods equally applicable to large-scale construction projects being
managed by staff from within the countries themselves, or by overseas consultants and contractors, or by
a combination of both. The book outlines a system, based on latest techniques for managing large
construction projects from inception to completion and subsequent maintenance and operation. The
book ably examined the procedures in construction management from the fresh point of view of a client,
particularly
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the criteria
it i used
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(by clients)
li t ) iin selecting
l ti contractors
t t
and
d consultants.
lt t It also
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insights on contracts and tender procedures covering such essential aspects of project management as:
methods of monitoring performance, project control systems, communication, design preparation, etc.
The book is backed up by detailed diagrams giving graphic summaries of the techniques and procedures
described.
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ABSTRACT: The book presents on a larger context, the landscape architecture in Saudi Arabia. It was the culmination of a four-year
design process for Saudi Arabia’s Ministry of Interior Housing Project, whose premise was a total landscape architectural design concept that
considers the desert climate of the region as well as exemplifies the spirit of Islam in present-day Saudi Arabia. The book contains among
others, ideas about landscape architecture that links past and the present, fosters continuity and change and preserve traditional values. It
covers chapters on History and Order, about Space and Form, of Regional and Contemporary Landscapes in Saudi Arabia, of Islamic
Influences on European Designs, a general discussion about the environment and closes with a chapter on Saudi Arabian Courtyards and
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ABSTRACT: This is a two-volume book that encapsulated the ambitious housing
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ABSTRACT: The book presents methods equally applicable to large
large-scale
scale construction projects being managed by staff from within the
countries themselves, or by overseas consultants and contractors, or by a combination of both. The book outlines a system, based on latest
techniques for managing large construction projects from inception to completion and subsequent maintenance and operation. The book
ably examined the procedures in construction management from the fresh point of view of a client, particularly on the criteria used (by
clients) in selecting contractors and consultants. It also gave some insights on contracts and tender procedures covering such essential
aspects of project management as: methods of monitoring performance, project control systems, communication, design preparation, etc.
The book is backed up by detailed diagrams giving graphic summaries of the techniques and procedures described.
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